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STOCKED PAINT COLOURS

Our carefully selected palette comprises 28 of the most beautiful colours and are often specified by contemporary interior designers. Each colour is compatible with our timber and matt ranges.

Our experienced polishers are flexible to your requirements and will be happy to offer a RAL colour matching service if your chosen style is outside our portfolio.

SAMPLES

Colour has the ability to look very different depending on the light source. For this reason we highly recommend that you request a sample door before you commit to an order.
The colours shown here are a digitally printed representation of our paint colours and are as accurate as the printing process allows.
COLOUR SELECTION PROCESS

Style of Kitchen

Choosing the style of your kitchen is a personal decision. A good place to start is by defining whether your kitchen will be of a contemporary or traditional nature. Consider the direct surroundings and take inspiration from other rooms. This will drive the focus towards the design which is best suited to your home and more importantly you.

Layout and Lighting

The size of a room and the lighting can often dictate which shades of colour will work well. For example, darker shades in a small room which receives only a limited amount of light (especially natural light) can give a dark and gloomy overall impression.

However introducing lighter tones to areas such as wall cabinets will bring a contrasting element to the design whilst providing the room with a brighter feeling.

Rooms which are more spacious and well lit allow for a greater scope to experiment with colour.

To help further, we have provided some tips below to assist you with your colour selection.
Neutral Colours

Neutrals are an excellent choice for a timeless design, as they have the wonderful ability to make a room feel lighter and larger. Establish a single tone or mix similar shades to ensure a clean and classic design.

Contrasting Colours

Neutral tones can also function as the backdrop for a contrasting colour. A hue which opposes in colour or texture can be used to divide the kitchen into specific areas or highlight and create an interesting focal point.

Bold Colours

Introducing bold colours will inject energy and impact into a room. Features such as islands, shelving and free standing units benefit from using contrasting and bold colours. Strong colours are best used to add some punch to the design and really make a statement rather than dominate the colour balance.

At the end of the day the right colour is determined by your personal taste. Whichever style and palette of colour you select our bespoke service increases the possibilities for achieving a creative and individual kitchen.

< Torberry range featured in RAL colours:
Base units - RAL 000 65 00
Wall units - RAL 7046
Oven housing units - RAL 020 60 10
Design Inspiration
Characterised by a smooth matt finish and subtle framing the Torberry range makes for a wonderfully distinct design.
Tall corner posts frame the oven housing units - a subtle but effective feature.

The shelving and cabinet internals create a defining separation whilst tying the colours from the palette together.
- Featured paint colours: Slate Grey & Mineral
- Featured handles: Ha129 & Ha130
- Feature corner posts - curved corner posts are also available in addition to the featured square corner posts
- Dovetail drawer boxes
- Cutlery trays and plate spacers
- Featured worktop: Corian - Silver Grey

{GET THE LOOK}
The solid oak shaker, with its wide stiles and deep chamfer, adapts to both classic and contemporary settings.

Also available in a clear lacquer finish, the beautiful structure of oak exudes a natural warmth.
Features of the island include chamfered pilasters complete with colour coordinated feet designed to match the open shelving. Glazed units with mirrored backs are another subtle design feature which reinforce the bespoke quality of this kitchen.
{GET THE LOOK }

- Featured paint colours: Calico & Dove Grey
- Featured handles: Ha115 & Ha116
- Chamfered square pilasters
- Pilaster feet
- Glass shelving
- Mirrored cabinet backs
- Featured worktop: Double pencil edged polished blanco zeus silestone quartz
The combination of ‘Luna’ and ‘White’ paint offers a calm and light atmosphere with a contrast of warm tones from the oak cabinets and shelving.

ABBERLEY
The Abberley with its smooth satin painted finish is a range suited to both traditional and contemporary environments.
• Featured paint colours: White & Luna
• Featured handles: Ha02 & Ha97 (Ha117 featured on spice drawers)
• Butlers door rack
• Spice Drawers
• Dovetail drawer boxes
• Cutlery trays and plate spacers
• Featured worktop: Calcatta Carrara Marble

{GET THE LOOK}
The design of your kitchen requires much consideration to achieve the look you desire and we believe that the same consideration should be given to choosing your materials.

All our kitchen door substrates, ranging from timbers to MDF are sourced from manufacturers certified by the Forest Stewardship Council ensuring that the materials we use are from sustainable, managed sources.

By offering quality materials you can be confident that the kitchen installed in your home will stand the test of time.
The Aconbury set blends ‘Winter Teal’ and ‘Graphite’ for a stylistic, contemporary feel, while shelves of Tobacco Gladstone Oak add a natural touch to the harmony.
Handle-less doors and a matt-painted finish give this range a unique smoothness. The overall impression is simple, yet striking.
The Eildon in-frame is a range traditional in its overall design. Shown in a combination of ‘Light Grey’ and ‘Slate Grey’, the colours add an elegant quality to the already impressive look.
Chrome handles and 'Slate Grey' pilaster feet provide this side unit with its finishing touch. The design is outstandingly simple.
GET THE LOOK

- Featured paint colours: Slate Grey & Light Grey
- Featured handles: Ha97 & Ha112
- Plate cots
- Bottle rails
- Square chamfered pilasters
- Pilaster feet
- Dovetail drawer boxes
- Cutlery trays and plate spacers
- Featured worktop: Afyon Marble
BAYSTONE

Constructed from Ash and painted in a satin finish, the shaker in-frame is a range full of character and charm.
The use of ‘Calico’ and ‘Mineral’ units make this kitchen feel light and airy.
White canvas-like walls welcome the playful medley of hues and shapes - forming an eye catching design. This ultra modern kitchen is created by combining contemporary door finishes in matt and gloss.
• Featured paint colours: Steel Blue, Luna & Deep Blue
• Featured gloss doors: Haddington Grey (available as standard)
• Featured handles: Ha90 & Ha91
• Dovetail drawer boxes
• Cutlery trays and plate spacers
• Featured worktop: Corian Everest
This design features slimline handles and cabinetry in gloss ‘Grey’ and matt ‘Luna.’ The feature shelving internals comprise ‘Deep Blue,’ ‘Luna’ and ‘Grey’ painted finishes.
Finishing Touches

These are the items which are often overlooked when choosing a kitchen yet they can have a powerful impact on the design and overall feel.

Finishing touches are the finer details which combine function and style together and include items such as handles, storage solutions and other decorative features.

See pages 50-55 for our selection of ‘Finishing Touches.’
BOWFELL

Painted in a fusion of ‘Mussel’ and ‘Cornsilk’, the muted tones were chosen to suit the design of the house.

The solid oak shaker door incorporates a ‘pencil round’ moulding which adds a softer touch to the typical shaker design.
The use of tongue & grooved panels in the ‘Mussel’ creates a distinction between the entrance to the house and the kitchen.

Open shelving is supported by timber shelf brackets - available in oak or painted in our selection of colours.
• Featured paint colours: Mussel & Haze
• Featured handles: Ha107 & Ha109
• Timber shelf supports: Painted in Mussel
• Radius end moulds
• Tongue & grooved panelling
• Dovetail drawer boxes
• Cutlery trays and plate spacers
• Timber baskets
• Featured worktop: Honed Slate
The classic combination of the ‘Ink Blue’ with ‘White’ delivers a stunningly modern and crisp kitchen, whilst maintaining a balance of colour.

BOWFELL

The classic combination of the ‘Ink Blue’ with ‘White’ delivers a stunningly modern and crisp kitchen, whilst maintaining a balance of colour.
An abundance of curved units adds a creative flow to the cabinetry.
FINISHING TOUCHES

Handle Collection

Although small in size handles greatly influence the overall impression of your kitchen.

Here is an example from our extensive collection of handles. For a more comprehensive guide please refer to our 'Finishing Touches' brochure.

1) Ha02 & Ha110 - Solid brass knob. Chrome plated.
   42mm & 38mm diameters.

2) Ha109 - Brushed steel T-bar pull handle (available in chrome).
   60mm diameters.

3) Ha115 & Ha116 - Brushed nickel. Chrome feet.
   160mm & 320mm centres.

4) Ha111 & Ha112 - Victorian chrome knob.
   38mm & 38mm diameters.

5) Ha107 - Brushed steel T-bar handle (available in chrome).
   160mm centres.

6) Ha129 & Ha130 - Brushed nickel.
   160mm & 320mm centres.

7) Ha97 - Solid brass cup handle. Chrome plated.
   76mm centres.

8) Ha51 - Nickel plated knob (available in chrome).
   36mm diameters.

9) Ha16 - Nickel cup handle (available in chrome).
   64mm diameters.

10) Ha90 & Ha91 - Chrome plated.
    160mm & 288mm centres.

    Also available without finials.
FINISHING TOUCHES
Clever Storage Solutions

Our storage solutions have been designed to increase accessibility to your kitchen cabinets whilst adding dynamic style. With smooth operating mechanisms and polished chrome metal work, these make for an attractive asset to your kitchen.

Speak to your retailer for information on the full range of storage solutions or refer to our 'Finishing Touches' brochure.

1) 150 Pull Out
2) Larder Pull Out
3) Pull Out Pantry
4) Magic Corner
5) Cleaning Pull Out
6) Sliding Corner Pull Out
7) Articulated Corner Pull Out
Our collection of accessories add attractive detail, enhancing the overall design. Little additions can make a big difference when it comes to getting the most enjoyment from your kitchen.
Cutlery Drawer Insert  
Material: Oak

Dovetail Drawer Boxes  
Material: Oak

Plate Peg Board  
Material: Oak

Mirror Cabinet Back

Torberry Radius Corner Post  
Material: MDF

Torberry Square Corner Post  
Material: MDF

Radius End Mould  
Material: Suited To Range

Cornice Corner Block  
Material: Suited To Range

Butlers Pantry  
Material: Oak

Square Pilaster  
Material: Suited To Range

Chamfered Square Pilaster  
Material: Suited To Range

Traditional Column  
Material: Suited To Range

Plated Traditional Column  
Material: Suited To Range

Pilaster Foot  
Material: Oak
Painted Doors

All our kitchen doors are finished using premium paint ideal for furniture. Although all measurements are applied when sealing and protecting our doors, timber by its very nature moves over the course of its life. It is therefore not unusual for hairline cracks to appear on the jointed section of the doors.

Colour Representation

Colours shown in this brochure are as true a representation as the print reproduction process will allow. Since it is our policy to continuously develop and improve our product range, there may be slight variations from the products illustrated/photographed in this brochure.
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